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We are an independent gallery and commissioning agency offering honest and impartial advice to those looking for bespoke works of art.






















A bespoke experience







Expert portrait guide




The successful portrait commission satisfies both artist and client. It happens when an expert eye, and years of experience, combine to inspire the perfect portrait.




At our gallery you can view styles of portraiture and discuss the process involved when selecting an artist. Alternatively, we can visit your home or office to discuss options and/or review where the portrait may hang to help inform the style of painting to suit a room and other works of art.









Finding value in fine art




Our support throughout the commission is yours to use for free. A portrait through Fine Art Commissions costs no more than approaching the artist directly. The artists are contracted to quote the same price as FAC and only reimburse us for the promotion of their work via our gallery, publications and art fairs, once they receive a commission.




Added value at no extra cost.












Curated expertise




Our relationship with all our artists ensures that they will create the highest standard of work for you. We only represent those that we know will produce consistently strong portraits so we are able to confidently advise on which artist will be best suited for each individual commission.









At your service




We are always on hand to guide you through the world of portrait commissions, gallery sales and historical portraits. A tailored service, as unique as every portrait, from expert advice to organization of sittings, framing, delivery and installation. We are here to help with every factor of your bespoke work of art.
















Max Denison-Pender: Ukraine




“My trip to Ukraine felt like the furthest away from home that I had ever been.”





Explore




































Your bespoke portfolio




Register here to create your own bespoke portfolio and start the exciting process.





Register














A selection of some of the companies with whom Fine Art Commissions has had the pleasure of working with over the last 25 years.
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            [image: A gentleman’s portrait! We are delighted to show you this recent head and shoulders commission by Simon Watkins. A polished and charismatic portrayal of this fine gentleman @simonwatkinsart 🎨]
    
    
                
                                    
                                                
    
        
        
        
    


                    


                    
                            

                            

                                    

                
                    
    
            [image: Capture your favourite settings and memories by commissioning a conversation piece. 🎨The Conversation Piece was an 18th Century creation to celebrate the family in an idealistic landscape or a grand interior. We have seen a resurgence in interest for this type of painting and the desire to commemorate a special occasion. We have a range of artists able to capture any treasured space or group at your request. Dm us for more information.]
    
            

    
                
                                    
                                                
    
        
        
        
    


                    


                    
                            

                            

                                    

                
                    
    
            [image: ‘Sargent and Fashion’ 🎨 This beautiful exhibition of John Singer Sargent portraits is a must see at Tate Britain.  The exhibition focusses on his skill at capturing, with bravura brushstrokes, the opulent clothes worn by his stylish Edwardian sitters. Whilst this show concentrates on one small aspect of his vast oeuvre, it is a unique opportunity to see a collection of beautifully composed, effervescent works. The impact of Sargent’s influence is visible within artworks of the leading portrait artists today, a selection of which are on view in our gallery, based in St James’s.]
    
    
                
                                    
                                                
    
        
        
        
    


                    


                    
                            

                            

                                    

                
                    
    
            [image: With Valentines Day in mind, why not commission a portrait for someone special? Pop in or email the gallery to discuss the many options available. 💕19 Ryder Street, St James’s, London, SW1Y 6PXInfo@fineartcommissions.com]
    
            

    
                
                                    
                                                
    
        
        
        
    


                    


                    
                            

                            

                                    

                
                    
    
            [image: We are delighted to announce that Ruth Fitton, winner of the People Choice Award at the Portrait Society of America 2023, has moved from her native Yorkshire to a new studio in London. Ruth will be available to start new commissions from February. @ruthfittonportraits To commissions a portrait by Ruth Fitton DM us.]
    
            

    
                
                                    
                                                
    
        
        
        
    


                    


                    
                            

                            

                                    

                
                    
    
            [image: A recent acquisition, one of a kind work from 1997 by Nick Bashall on display in the gallery now.Nick BashallBehind The Scenes1997Oil on canvas53 x 58cm (21 x 23in)Please get in contact for more information.]
    
            

    
                
                                    
                                                
    
        
        
        
    


                    


                    
                            

                            

                                    

                
                    
            
            
        
    
    
            

    
                
                                    
                                                
    
        
        
        
    


                    


                    
                            

                            

                                    

                
                    
    
            [image: Why not commission a portrait in 2024?Capture the present for the enjoyment of future generations. Should you like any advice or to discuss ideas for a potential portrait, call us anytime or pop into the gallery at 19 Ryder Street. We would be delighted to help! Christmas Gift Cards available! 🎄🎁🎄]
    
            

    
                
                                    
                                                
    
        
        
        
    


                    


                    
                            

                            

                                    

                
                    
    
            [image: 20 Works Under £5,000  Thoughtful, long lasting Christmas presents for all the family. Come and view our exhibition in St James’s this December featuring landscapes from across the globe including Africa, Spain, Morocco, Jamaica and the Amazon. We will be open this Saturday between 11.30 and 4.30pm!]
    
            

    
                
                                    
                                                
    
        
        
        
    


                    


                    
                            

                            

                                    

                
                    
    
            [image: MARK CORETH b.1958Following the success of his recent exhibition at the Sladmore, we are delighted to have these three stunning wildlife bronzes on display in the gallery. Walking Kudu, Bronze, Edition of 9, H53 W50 D12.  Sable Antelope, Bronze, Edition of 9, H45 W10 D15 cm.Golden Cownose Rays, Bronze, Edition of 9, H45 W50 D31 @markcoreth  Contact @fineartcommissions for more information!]
    
            

    
                
                                    
                                                
    
        
        
        
    


                    


                    
                            

                            

                        












“





Fine Art Commissions has a canny range of portrait painters on their books and thanks to their vast experience, an unerring ability to ensure you choose the right artist.

The Lord Somerleyton










Get in touch




Fine Art Commissions is located on Ryder Street, St James’s, in the heart of the art world of London. Just up the road from Christie’s, and nestled in amongst a number of established art institutions, our gallery is well worth a visit.





Contact Us










[image: Fine Art Commissions - Established 1997]
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	Terms & Conditions
	Privacy Policy
	Anti-Money Laundering Policy









	Instagram
	Twitter
	Facebook
















[image: Celebrating the past, present and future]
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		We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
Cookie SettingsAccept All


Manage consent
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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